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Points of this presentation
• Evacuation during torrential rain disasters: From the perspective of 

disaster psychology
• Three keywords: Evacuation switch, Second best and Consideration 

of evacuation as a “practice swing” not an “unnecessary attempt”.
• Evacuation switch
• Act as a bridge between information and action rather than as 

information
• Immediate abnormalities, information in a narrow sense, (largest 

record)
• Second best
• Evacuation drills to the second floor
• (Evacuation drills to the front door)
• (Invitation to evacuation drills)

• Consideration of evacuation as a “practice swing” not an 
“unnecessary attempt”.



Only two important things 
when you think about evacuation

•When to evacuate?
= What do you use as an “evacuation switch” when you evacuate?
• Torrential rains in northern Kyushu in 2017: The first inundated 

house was also used as a switch in 2012. (Asakura City in 
Fukuoka Prefecture)
• Torrential rains in in Tohoku regions in 2017: The Omono River 

water level data was used as a switch based on the lessons 
learned from the disaster occurred at a group home in Iwate 
Prefecture in the previous year. (Daisen City in Akita Prefecture)

•Where to evacuate?
• Torrential rains in western Japan: A shrine hall in Kyotamba Town 
⇒ Find a second best evacuation site (which is not perfect but 
gets a score of 60 points). Evacuation sites designated by local 
governments are also important.



Among the residents, the water volume of this small river and the state of
damage to an inundated house were one of the guidelines when they consider
evacuation. … When the water reached its own guideline level, they called out
to each other and started to evacuate to higher houses. One hour after the
evacuation, muddy water flooded the district. Hiroshi Hino, who lives in the
Hiraenoki district, said, “As well as our usual strong community ties among
residents, the experience in 2012 raised the residents’ awareness of disaster
prevention, allowing us to evacuate safety.

Hiraenoki district in Asakura City Rerefence information: NHK’s 
program “Jiji Koron” aired on 

August 4, 2017The district has defined its own 
guideline for evacuation after 

the disaster in 2012.
92 people in 37 households 

evacuated safely.

Evacuation switch (torrential rains in western Japan in 2017)



Lessons learned from the disaster hit hard
by Typhoon No. 10 at a group home in the
town of Iwaizumi, Iwate Prefecture in 2016
Reference information: “Lessons learned from the
torrential rains in July. One month has passed since
torrential rains in northern Kyushu.” (NHK’s program
“Jiji Koron” aired on Aughst 4, 2017)

Case of Aikoen, a special care home for the elderly in 
Daisen City in Akita Prefecture

Picture of Group Home RunRun from the website 
of the Disaster Prevention System Institute

https://www.bo-sai.co.jp/iwaizumisuigai.html

Iwaizumi Town

Daisen 
City

On the night of 
July 22

Early in the morning 
of July 23

7:30 a.m.

Iwate

October 
2016

November 
2016



Initiatives conducted in the district of Kawamo district 
in the city of Takarazuka, Hyogo Prefecture



Kawamo’s Disaster Response Switch 
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July 5, 2018 (Thu.) 10:54 a.m. Muko River water level (August 24, 2018)

September 4, 2018 (Tue.) 2:51 p.m.

Shimonoike pond was filled to capacity.

下ノ池水門Point where the Kojin River and 
Muko River flow together

Examples of evacuation switch (Kawamo district in Takarazuka City)

Pictures provided by the voluntary disaster 
prevention group in the Kawamo district in 

Takarazuka City, Hyogo Prefecture
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• A target rainfall observation site is not set.
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Legends

Rainfall
Cumulative rainfall

River water level

Hazardous danger level
4.60 m
Water level that poses the 
risk of river flooding

Evacuation warning water level
3.20 m
Water level that is the 
benchmark for the issuance of 
evacuation information

Flood alert level
3.20 m
Water level that needs to be careful 
about the occurrence of river flooding

Water level that needs to put flood 
prevention units on standby
1.80 m
Water level that is the benchmark for flood 
prevention units to be put on standby
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Second Best
Torrential Rains in Western 

Japan in July 2018

Photographed by Yamori
At Kamiotomi district in Kyotamba Town
(Total population of 44, elderly population: 50%)



Evacuation site 
(outside the district)

Point where a mudslide 
occurred at the exit from 

the district

Volunteer 
firefighter leader

Temporary evacuation 
site: Shrine hall

Point where a mudslide 
occurred in the district

The hill behind his 
house collapsed.

Nine people who 
were stranded in 

the district



Mabi district in Kurashiki City

Torrential Rains in Western 
Japan in July 2018

• Total fatality: 51
• Aged 65 or older: 45 (about 90%)
• At home: 44 (about 86%)
• On the first floor of the house: 42 (about 81%)
• Among the above 42, 21 lost their lives in one-

story houses and 21 in two-story houses.
• Idea to evacuate to the second floor, preparation 

and drills
• Conducting evacuation drills to the second floor



Unnecessary attempt / Practice Swing

From an article reported by Kyoto Shimbun on August 5, 2018


